
         

 

 

 

 

 

QUARTERLY UPDATE ON THE POLICE AND  

CRIME PLAN 2014-2017  

 

October - December  2014 

 

The quarterly report provides an update on activities to deliver the 
Police and Crime Plan 2014-2017. Since the last quarterly report was 
published the Joint Strategic Delivery Boards have been meeting on a 
regular basis to progress the activities which will deliver the Police 
and Crime Plan. 

 
Introduction 
 
During the final quarter of 2014 the Joint Strategic Delivery Boards have continued to 
meet to take forward the Action Plans which have been developed for each board. 
Significant action which has been taking place this quarter includes: 
 
 Preparations for the next financial year have been a major focus over the past six 

weeks.  We have carried out work to refresh the Police and Crime Plan 2014-17 
to reflect emerging issues and to prepare the budget for 2015/16 and our four 
year mid- term financial strategy for the next four year.  
 

 We have submitted a number of bids to the Home Office Innovation Fund 
2015/16 to support investment in policing in Devon and Cornwall.  The primary 
focus of these bids is our proposed collaborative work with Dorset Police but a 
number of innovative ideas to help us reduce demand and increase our income 
are being explored.  In particular we are seeking funding from central 
government to assist us in finding new ways to generate income from developing 
our police estate. 
 

 We are entering the final stage of preparations for the new victim services which 
will come into effect on 1st April 2015, with recruitment for victim care officers and 
victim advocates well underway.  Agreements are in place with the 60+ members 
of the directory.    
 

 A national cross-party PCC group on tackling alcohol related harm has been 
established (chaired by the Commissioner) and a national action plan for 
Commissioners on alcohol was launched at the APCC partnership Summit on 
18th November 2014. The Commissioner has continued to work with national 
colleagues and the newly established Police Chief Constables’ Council to drive 
forward national thinking on alcohol policy, in particular on the key issues that 
need to be tackled in the legislative environment to assist the police in tackling 
alcohol related crime.  This work will continue over the course of 2015.  



 
 The #RU2DRUNK campaign which was launched in Torbay in December 2014 

has completed its’ pilot phase and is now operating on a “business as usal” 
basis. This is an OPCC funded Police led pilot where doormen at licensed 
premises used breathalysers to refuse entry to anyone who is already 
intoxicated.  During the December pilot over 800 people were breathalysed. 298 
people were refused entry.  Total violent crime in Torquay was down by 22%, 
with Violence Against the Person down by 39% in the town centre and harbour 
area.  Feedback from licences has been very positive on ease of use accuracy, 
and there is strong support for continuing the scheme.  We are now looking at a 
wider roll out across the region.  
 

 Significant progress has been made on the redevelopment of the OPCC website 
which is due to launch in late February 2015.  The new website is an important 
step forward – providing greater functionality and tools to help us communicate 
more effectively with the public, for example through online polling. 
 

 The findings of the Commissioner’s review into the 101 Service were published in 
November 2014.  The findings of the review have been accepted by the Chief 
Constable and an Action Plan is in place to deliver required improvements. 
 

 In November HMIC published the first Police Effectiveness, Efficiency and 
Legitimacy (PEEL) reports. These represent an interim stage to the final all-force 
inspection programme that will be fully introduced next year. Every force was 
assessed and graded for effectiveness and efficiency. Judgments applied were 
outstanding, good, requires improvement or inadequate. The report can be 
accessed at www.justiceinspectorates.gov.uk/hmic In summary Devon & 
Cornwall Police has been graded good across all elements of the PEEL 
programme.  
 

 

 

 

Priority 1  
To make our area a safer place to live, work and visit – reducing the likelihood 
that people will become victims of crime.   

 
 

Progress against Priority 1 is tracked through the Performance and Accountability Board 
(PAB).   
 
Key observations and points to note  
 
a)  Areas of improvement 
 
 The long-term trend in victim-based crime continues to be down. Monthly 

comparisons show that it has remained below the 3 year average for the first 8 
months of the current performance year.  

 
 The key trends within victim-based crime include long term reductions in serious 

acquisitive crime and an emerging downward trend in shoplifting. Total crime (a 
secondary measure) is also showing a reduction of 3.5%. Within this local 
differences exist, with urban areas facing specific challenges of their own. 

 

http://www.justiceinspectorates.gov.uk/hmic


 The significant challenge in relation to victim-based and total crime remains, in 
particular in terms of the significant increases we are seeing in violence without 
injury.  
 
 

 Good levels of performance continue to be maintained in a number of areas.  
Police officer establishment continues to meet the attainment requirement to 
maintain current good performance with officer numbers above 3000. Likewise 
public confidence is another area where the attainment requirement was to 
maintain current good performance and the evidence from the Crime Survey for 
England & Wales suggests that this is being met. 

 
b)  Areas of Significant Challenge 
 
 Violence without injury remains a particular challenge and forms the focus of 

activity related to the Police & Crime Plan priority to reduce alcohol-related harm.   
The Commissioner has asked the Chief Constable to report to the next PAB 
meeting in March 2015 on a range of issues related to violence, in particular 

 

 A number of initiatives are being taken forward to try to address this issue 
through the Police & Crime Plan objectives for the OPCC.  The 
Commissioner has asked the Chief Constable to provide an action plan 
describing ongoing and planned activity to deliver the required 
transformation of performance in this area.  

 

 Violence with injury appears to be relatively stable, in contrast to the 
general trend in violence.  Within this category the force have indicated 
that we are seeing a shift in severity – and are moving away from the 
more serious offences towards offences involving less serious injury.  I 
have asked for a breakdown of offences in this area to be able to 
understand any movements in severity. 

 
 The Commissioner is concerned that levels of victim satisfaction continue to 

challenge Devon & Cornwall Police with trends showing a steady (albeit slow) 
decline in satisfaction. This is at odds with the attainment requirement to improve 
performance in this area. The Commissioner has asked the Chief Constable to 
report back to the PAB meeting in March 2015 setting out his plans to halt this 
steady decline and reverse the trend. 

 
c)  Areas Requiring Better Understanding 
 
 Trends in sexual abuse continue to rise as reported previously. A detailed 

understanding of what is driving this trend is needed before we can be satisfied 
that this reflects increased confidence to come forward among victims. A deep 
dive meeting in December 2014 considered an analysis of trends in this area and 
examined the service provided to these particularly vulnerable victims. In order to 
inform the future debate on how much we can rely on trends in reported crime to 
reflect trends in levels of victimisation the OPCC is engaging with 3rd sector 
support agencies.  In particular the OPCC is seeking to gain their view of how 
effectively the police and their partners are supporting victims of sexual abuse. 

 
 Victim surveying has been implemented for sexual abuse by the police using 3rd 

parties to mediate the survey method. A similar method is being developed to 
measure the experience of victims of domestic abuse. Early data from the sexual 
abuse surveys should be available shortly. 



 
 The view of this office is that while the figures on sexual abuse show a 

consistently increasing trend we are not seeing a similar increase in relation to 
domestic abuse.  In the area of domestic abuse the data patterns and trends 
suggest a process change that resulted in a short term increase which has now 
levelled off. As such there is little evidence to suggest that victims of domestic 
abuse are now more confident to come forward in Devon and Cornwall. The 
focus of our scrutiny in this area over the coming months will be on what activity 
is being undertaken by police and partners to increase reporting in these areas 
and in the area of hate crime. 

 
d)  Areas where measures are still being developed  
 
 In a number of areas, work is continuing to develop the baseline data and 

reporting arrangements that are required to enable us to assess performance 
against the new framework.   
 

 The secondary measure related to outcomes remains a particular challenge as 
we try to identify a meaningful baseline. The new performance year from 1 April 
2015 will provide comparative data for other forces in England & Wales which will 
help to inform our understanding of performance in this area. The data relating to 
differences in outcome profiles for different offence categories is beginning to 
yield some interesting debate about what good might look like for different 
offence categories but further work is required in this area. 

 
e)  The PCC’s Performance and Accountability Board 
 
 The PAB is the formal mechanism at which the Commissioner holds the Chief 

Constable to account for the performance of the Force.  The PAB meets bi-
monthly in public in different locations across the peninsula (deep dives are held 
in private in the intervening months). The Board also serves as the Strategic 
Delivery Board for Priority 1 within the Police and Crime Plan.  

 
 Some changes have been made to the format to better reflect the issues that are 

of greatest concern to the public. Three meetings have now been held using the 
new format and we continue to see an increasing level of public engagement at 
the meetings. We will continue to build on this format, for example the last 
meeting in Truro not only offered a formal response to issues raised during the 
open meeting but also an opportunity for the public to ask follow up questions of 
the Chief Constable and the Commissioner during an informal question and 
answer session at the end.   

 
 

 

 

Priority 2 
To reduce the crime and harm caused by the misuse of alcohol 
 

 
Workstream 1: Enforcement activities and licensing, including Evening and 

Night Time Economy (ENTE) 
 
 The On 1 December 2014 a new pilot was launched in Torquay to help address 

issues related to pre-loading.  Under the pilot door staff in 23 licensed premises 
in Torquay ENTE have been provided with breathalysers, to improve  



identification of people who are too drunk to enter premises.  This was a 
voluntary pilot but the response from licensees was overwhelmingly positive with 
full take up across the ENTE. The pilot #RU2drunk was based upon a similar 
pilot in Norwich last year which saw significant reductions in levels of alcohol 
related violence and drunk and disorderly incidents. The pilot has been evaluated 
by the University of Exeter.  The results of the pilot were very positive, with a 
22% fall in Violence Against The Person (VAP) and a 39% fall in VAP in the town 
centre and the harbour area.  We are currently looking at opportunities to expand 
this scheme into other areas of Devon and Cornwall. 
 

Workstream 2:  Improving education and awareness 

 Following on from a valuable piece of research by Dr Simon Christmas on behalf 
of Drinkaware, looking at drinking cultures and behaviours amongst young 
people, we are working with Drinkaware to identify new education and 
awareness opportunities locally and nationally, in particular to explore the scope 
for more meaningful campaigns looking at the potential consequences of 
excessive drinking.  
 

 We have also been exploring opportunities to work with drinkaware.co.uk on a 
number of other educational and behavioural change initiatives within the 
peninsula. This work is at an early stage but we will continue to explore ways in 
which we can work together to achieve our goals in this area. 

Workstream 3:  Influencing locally and nationally to deliver change 

 Significant progress has been made nationally with the launch of a new national 
PCC Working Group in November 2014.  The Group has agreed an Action Plan 
which is focused on three broad areas: legislative reform, culture change and 
innovation and best practice.  The PCC, as chair of this national group has met 
with leading Ministers, key MPs in this field and with alcohol charities and interest 
groups to identify areas of common interest and to champion the need for reform 
in key areas such as Minimum Unit Pricing, drink driving limits and licensing laws. 
 

 Following discussions with the Minister for Crime Prevention the Commissioner 
has been appointed to the Home Office’s Health and Enforcement Advisory 
Forum on Alcohol and will attend the next forum meeting in January 2015.  The 
PCC and the Chief Constable also met with SW MPs at the end of December to 
discuss these issues and we are working with the new National Police Chiefs’ 
Council to develop a clear package of legislative reforms for submission to all 
political parties at the start of 2015 to inform thinking ahead of the General 
Election. The Commissioners across England and Wales are developing a 
common picture on the legislative changes that we require to help us to better 
tackle alcohol related crime. 
 

 We are currently seeking funding from the Home Office to develop and pilot a new 
online alcohol awareness course.  This course is part of our wider work to prevent 
crime from occurring.  
 

 Our plans to develop and launch a social media competition for local students are 
progressing but we have decided to postpone the launch of this competition to 
await the results of some research we are co-funding with Cornwall Council to 
better understand the receptiveness of young males to different messages. The 
competition will now take place later in 2015 to tap into this valuable work.  

 



Workstream 4:  Preventing alcohol related crime and Anti Social Behaviour 
(ASB) and supporting community safety   

 
 Following concerns raised by members of the public and councillors about levels 

of alcohol related crime and community safety in Bideford Town Centre the 
Commissioner has convened a meeting of public sector leaders in February 2015.  
The meeting will bring together councillors (county, district and town), health and 
community safety colleagues, the police and the local MP’s office to explore the 
issues raised and to pool their evidence and understanding of the issues. 

 
Workstream 5:  Data and analysis  
 
 Good progress has been made with analysts from across the peninsula on data 

analysis with the agreement of a common and enhanced definition of the ENTE 
for the new Peninsula Strategic Assessment.  The collection of high quality and 
consistent data is essential in targeting resources and to inform licensing activity 
and good progress is continuing in this area through the Plymouth drunkenness 
pilot and wider work within the police force to improve recording on alcohol 
related crime. 
 

  A collaborative project has been put in place with Cornwall Council to explore 
the attitudes of young people to key messages related to alcohol harm and 
crime.  This work will inform our own education and awareness work and the 
upcoming social media competition for young people.   

 

 

 

Priority 3  
To make every penny count in protecting policing for the long term. We need to 
drive for further efficiency, work to secure more central funding and actively 
explore all avenues to deliver the significant savings we require from 2017/18 to 
sustain our services. 
 

 
The Every Penny Counts Strategic Delivery Board met 6-weekly during 2014. The next 
meeting is due to take place at the end of February.  At the time of the creation of this 
Delivery Board, target savings in the order of £14.1m were required over the 4 year 
period from 2015/16 to 2018/19.  This figure now sits at £9.8m of savings in the latest 
financial plan. These savings need to be found in order to balance the budget by 
2018/19. 
 
Recent work has been focused on development of the revised budget plans in order to 
inform the precept recommendation to the Panel. Part of this work has involved 
consolidation of savings into the MTFS.  Work is set to continue during 2015 onwards to 
continue to look for new areas for savings.  Work has continued over the past three 
months in the following areas: 
 
Workstream 1: Funding Streams and Income Generation 
 
 Additional income resulting from increasing charges for common items and 

improving consistency of approach has been built into budget preparation for 
2015-16.  However these increases may be offset by unavoidable impacts such 
as decreasing charges from escorting abnormal loads. 
 
 



 A review of events charging has been completed and concluded that:  

 Use by football clubs of policing services for matches has dramatically 
reduced nationally as stewards employed by the clubs have increasingly 
professionalised. 

 The common law gave little latitude to charge for football related work not 
currently charged for. 

 As forces had fewer police resources available, it was important to work 
with football clubs to develop stewarding so that fewer valuable police 
officers need to be deployed, whilst maintaining safety. 

 
 The OPCC has engaged ‘fundraising consultants’ for a small piece of work to 

scope out the potential approach for seeking fundraising for Devon and Cornwall 
Police.  This work was presented to a group of senior staff from DCP and OPCC 
on 1st December and we are now taking this work forward. . 

 
 To support the development and delivery of a direct fundraising strategy for 

Devon and Cornwall Police, the Commissioner has submitted a bid to the Home 
Office’s Police Innovation Fund 2015/16.  We wait to hear from the Home Office 
– with the results of the bidding round expected in early March. 
 

Workstream 2: Collaboration with Dorset (Strategic Alliance) 
  
 Additional benchmarking work by the Local Partnerships Team (funded by the 

Home Office) has taken place.   A workshop was held in November 2014 with 
senior staff from the force and the OPCC to present the full results of the 
benchmarking exercise.  A Q&A day with interested private sector suppliers was 
held in early December 2014. Translating this work to assist with Strategic 
Alliance benchmarking will be the next phase of this work. 
 

Workstream 3: Review of Police Estates 
 
 The existing Estates Rationalisation Programme 2011-2015 is due to come to an 

end in 2015 and a new Estates Strategy for 2015-2020 is being developed 
 
 Legal advice is awaited during January 2015 as to whether the Police are able to 

undertake commercial development of their own sites to generate additional 
income towards the cost of policing.   The Commissioner is currently seeking 
some funding from the Home Office to assist us in taking this forward.   
Consideration is also being given within the Estates department to assess the 
potential for rationalisation plans to be fast-tracked so that savings can be 
realised much sooner.   

 
Workstream 5: Value for Money in the PCCs Office 

 
 Preliminary work on benchmarking and a review of non staff costs within the 

OPCC has been completed and this will be taken forward in early 2015.  In 
addition the staffing review at OPCC has been concluded and has identified a 
number of areas for savings which are being taken forward.  As a result of the 
review the headcount at OPCC will reduce by 4 posts (2 vacant and 2 currently 
occupied) at the end of the financial year.  
 

 Work continues on the planned relocation of the OPCC office from rented space 
 into the Middlemoor Headquarters.   
 



 As a result of these measures the office costs of the OPCC are expected to 
reduce by more than £250,000 in the next financial year.  
 

 There has been a significant reduction in the use of consultants within the OPCC, 
as projected last year following the initial transition period and the OPCC 
restructure.    

 
 

 

 

Priority 4 
To promote an effective Criminal Justice System for our area, delivering a high 
quality service for victims, witnesses and society. 
 

 
Work has continued over the past six weeks in a number of areas covered by this 
priority, with the following updates to note:  
 
Workstream 1:  Mental Health 
 
 The latest published numbers for the number of S136 detentions in Devon and 

Cornwall, using police cells as a place of safety, showed a 5.8% reduction (749 
people in the rolling 12 months to November 2014 compared to 795 to November 
2013). The average detention time for each person was 10 hours and 18 
minutes. 

 
 There were 8,097 cases where individuals arrested for a crime, self reported as 

having a mental illness (rolling year to November 2014). This was an increase of 
15% (1,064 cases) on the previous year. All such cases are reviewed through the 
Liaison and Diversion scheme. 

 
 Following an extensive consultation period, the revised S136 protocol was 

circulated to the 17 organisations that contribute to service delivery in December 
for signature. It is intended that the new protocol will go live with effect from 1 
March 2015, but to date a number of signatures remain outstanding. The PCC is 
working alongside partners to reinforce the importance of the protocol and to 
encourage signature. 

 
 The Ministry of Justice and NHS England have indicated that there will be no 

central funding for the Street Triage pilot in 2015/16. The pilot taking place in 
Devon, Plymouth and Torbay has contributed to saving lives in self harm 
situations and to reducing the number of instances where detention under S136 
was necessary. The scheme has also enabled early intervention through the 
person’s GP. A full evaluation report of the nine national street triage schemes is 
still awaited. Preliminary discussions have started about whether there are any 
local commissioning opportunities to sustain this service and expand it to cover 
Cornwall. 

 
Workstream 2: Transforming Rehabilitation 
 
 Working Links has been awarded the Community Rehabilitation Company 

contracts for Dorset, Devon and Cornwall (also Avon, Somerset, Wiltshire and 
Gloucestershire plus the whole of Wales). On 21 January, the Working Links 
Chief Executive, attended a meeting of the regional Police and Crime 
Commissioners to outline the priorities for working with their client cohort.  



 
 This includes working with all short sentence prisoners before their release 

through Exeter prison (it is estimated there are 1,200 such prisoners for the three 
counties each year). A ‘through the gate’ service will be commissioned to ensure 
their return into local communities is managed through Settlement Plans 
addressing issues such as accommodation, education, and skills and 
employment. 

 
 The reduction of reoffending remains a statutory duty for Community Safety 

Partnerships and both the National Probation Service and the Community 
Rehabilitation Company will be statutory members. 

 
 The local Ministry of Justice contract manager, Matt Douglas, is currently 

contacting local stakeholders including CSP’s to see how contract management 
arrangements can include and respond to the views of partner agencies and the 
public. 

 
Workstream 3: Restorative Justice 
 
 Work continues to develop the four forums in Plymouth, Torbay, Cornwall and 

Devon. These forums will be the focal point for ensuring services for victim 
initiated restorative justice processes are linked to the offender led arrangements 
managed by the prison service, national probation service and the police. A 
referral mechanism has been arranged so that any victim can ask to be involved 
in restorative processes, as required by the Victims Code. The Police and Crime 
Commissioner has provided funding for part time co-ordinators in each area. 

 

 

 
Priority 5  
To deliver a high quality victim support service across our area 
 

 
Workstream 1:  Process and Victim Needs Assessments:  
 
 As from 1 April 2015, the commissioning arrangements for victim services will 

change, with funding devolved from the Ministry of Justice (MoJ) to the local 
Commissioner, who will determine how victim services should be provided in 
their area. Devon and Cornwall has on average 85,000 victims of crime per year, 
which includes businesses (businesses are now specifically included within the 
Code and entitled to support).  The national requirement is for the new 
arrangements to better enable victims to ‘cope and recover’ from the impact of 
crime. 
 

 Devon and Cornwall will be moving away from a single service provider based 
upon the findings of a significant assessment of victims needs conducted in 
2013-2014 by the Commissioner. Victims with protected characteristics felt that 
current arrangements did not meet their needs and identified the need for a 
wider, diverse and more flexible service for victims. The Commissioner is in the 
process of commissioning a wider range of service providers (over 50 groups are 
currently being accredited and trained) who can provide enhanced support to 
victims with protected characteristics.   

 



 The Victims Care Unit will launch on 30 March 2015.  A launch event is being 
held at Middlemoor to which we have invited a wide range of stakeholders and 
partners.  
 

 Recruitment for the staffing of the Victim Care Unit is well advanced, for Victim 
Care Officers and for the specialist Victim Advocates.   
 

 We are continuing to work with the new Directory members (over 50 different 
organisations) to prepare them for the new arrangements.  Engagement fees and 
service level agreements are now in place and training on referral mechanisms 
and on the wider CJS will be provided in February and March  
 

 We have been keen to include an accredited tradesmen service (Buy with 
Confidence) as part of the directory website – identifying local tradesmen who 
are accredited to work with victims of crime.  We have been working with Trading 
Standards to put this system in place and the arrangements are now being 
finalised.   
 

 The new arrangements are focused on all victims of crime and we have been 
working with the Devon and Cornwall Business Council to better understand the 
needs of business victims.  Following this engagement we are pleased to advise 
that the Business Council will be joining the Directory – and are recruiting an 
adviser to work with business victims of crime.   

 
Workstream 2:  Demand Metrics: 
 
 All victims will receive an initial Victims Needs Assessment (VNA). Demand 

forecasts continue to suggest that one third of victims will require completion of a 
full VNA, which roughly equates to 60 per day.  This percentage number is 
similar to the conclusion reached in assessment work completed by Avon and 
Somerset. The completed pilots within Devon and Cornwall also indicate that 
30% of victims will be designated as ‘Priority Victims’. These calculations are 
being used to build the capacity of the new Victim Care Unit. However, there is a 
risk that demand could increase as the new arrangements improve access to 
services and that capacity within the VCU will need to be adjusted. We are 
continuing to consult support groups working with vulnerable victims to try and 
estimate the number of ‘unreported’ crimes, especially where the victims have 
protected characteristics. 

 
Workstream 3:  Networking and Directory: 
  
 A range of potential service providers (local, regional and national) have attended 

several development events held by the OPCC and the Force. These include 
providers for all protected characteristics, which will provide and enhanced 
capability to meet victim’s needs. Work is progressing to determine service level 
agreements and design payment arrangements. 

 
 Work continues with the Devon and Cornwall Business Council to look at the 

needs of local businesses that become victims of crime. A questionnaire has 
been circulated within the business community seeking responses to better 
understand their needs and requirements. 

 
 Funding for some peninsula sexual violence and domestic abuse services 

through the Home Office Violence against Women and Girls Fund is due to 
conclude in March 2015. Confirmation has been sought that this funding will be 



extended for another 12 months and a response is awaited from the Home 
Office. 

 
Workstrea 4:  Compliance with the new Victims Code: 
  
 The NCALT training package has been cascaded to all operational staff by 

supervisors to inform them of the content of the new Victim’s Code. Further 
inputs have been prepared and delivered in the pilot areas where the Victim 
Needs Assessment process was tested. The additional inputs will need to refined 
and delivered across the Force area, as we prepare for the new service from 
April 2015. 

 
Workstream 5:  Restorative Justice Services: 
 
 Each of the Community Safety Partnerships has agreed to establish a forum 

where local restorative justice service provision can be co-ordinated. 
Arrangements are well advanced in Plymouth and Torbay with work continuing in 
Cornwall and Devon. Where victims indicate they wish to consider restorative 
justice opportunities then a referral will be made from the Victim Care Unit to the 
relevant local co-ordinator, who will ensure a service provider is tasked with 
working with the victim to determine what restorative justice options are 
available.  

 

 

 

Priority 6  

To encourage and enable citizens and communities to play their part in 
tackling crime and making their communities safer”.  
 

 
Workstream1:  Volunteer review 
 
 The Police support Volunteer Programme (PVP) currently hosts 616 volunteers. 

This is an increase of 67 volunteers over the last six months.  To support the 
increase of volunteers, broaden the number of opportunities and bring together 
the Police and local communities in a mutually supportive way a Pilot Action 
Learning Project is being delivered and sits within the Volunteer Review 
workstream. 

 
 Volunteer Cornwall working with East Cornwall LPA will formally commence 

delivery from 1st December 2014 of the pilot project.  The project will take a 
transformational approach to the engagement and recruitment of volunteers 
within communities and across public services.  The project will develop 
volunteering opportunities at a grass roots level incorporating a bottom up 
approach and building community capacity.  The project will run for 12 months.  

 
 Contracts have been agreed between Volunteer Cornwall and Devon and 

Cornwall Police to deliver a pilot action learning project in East Cornwall.  
Volunteer Cornwall has committed one member of staff for two days per week for 
one year to lead on the development of this work.  The project commenced 1 
December 2014 and will develop volunteering opportunities at a grass roots level 
incorporating a bottom up approach and building community capacity.   

 
 Phase one of the project is due to be completed at the end of February 2015.   A 

report that will give an understanding of how East Cornwall works and engages 



with volunteers in the community which will contain issues, opportunities and 
recommendations that can be translated into a pilot Model of Engagement. 
 

Workstream 2:   Special Constabulary 
 

 For the period 1 January 2014 to 31 December 2014, 121,500 service hours 
were recorded.  The performance measure within the Police and Crime Plan is 
to achieve 150,000 service hours annually by the end of the plan period. 
Discussions are currently being held to support the achievement of 150,000 
annual service hours by the end of the Police and Crime Plan period. This 
includes an examination of what action is required in areas such as Learning & 
Development. . 

 
 It is recognised that Specials progressing into Regular Officer position is having 

an impact on achieving the target of 150,000 hours.  A number of activities have 
been undertaken to address this: 

 

 60 Special Constables were attested in October with a further 80 trainees 
recruited. 
 

 Development of a campaign to recruit “career specials”.  The Special 
Constabulary Chief Officer, the OPCC Engagement and Volunteer 
Manager and the Head of Communication in the police force  are working 
together to explore methods to drive recruitment at target audiences.  It is 
envisaged this campaign will go live from January 2015. 

 

 A review of Specials is being delivered mapping 7 key areas against the 
national Special Constabulary Plan on a Page.  The areas being 
reviewed cover; strategy, recruitment, training, resource and tasking, 
performance, leadership and good practice. 

 

 Supporting this work a Special Constabulary satisfaction survey has 
been undertaken.  The consultation has closed and responses are being 
analysed. 

 
 An independent review of the Special Constabulary was undertaken by 

Volunteering Values Ltd.  The review explored seven strategic areas and 
interviewed a number of officers and senior staff within Devon and Cornwall 
Police and the Office of the Police and Crime Commissioner.  The final report is 
being drafted and a presentation of findings with accompanying 
recommendations is scheduled for early February 2015. 

 
Workstream 3:  Citizens in Policing  
 
 The work of Police Chaplains continues to develop.  There are currently 21 

volunteer chaplains covering 30 police stations with new recruits being 
interviewed.  Over 1800 hours were contributed by chaplains during the period 
from January to August 2015.  Chaplains are engaging in delivery alongside 
Police Officers, walking the streets, undertaking home visits and supporting 
critical / major incidents such as road traffic accidents and flooding. 

 
 Police Chaplains have delivered the first “Care for the Family” project which 

offered Officers and staff an opportunity to learn about healthy marriage and 
parenting skills whilst working for the force.  Whilst currently, predominantly 



Christian in nature Police Chaplains are working to develop multi-faith chaplains 
which is expected to go live in early 2015. 
 

  
 The Devon and Cornwall Cadet Handbook has been adopted by the National 

cadet team to provide a standardized approach to the delivery of Police Cadet 
Schemes. Full lesson plans in support of the national cadet handbook have just 
been finalised and are to be released nationally. 

 
 To professionalise the delivery of cadet schemes a Pilot cadet leaders’ course 

has been designed.  A pilot of this scheme was delivered in October 2014.  An 
annual cadet leader conference has been established to share best practice and 
introduce national guidance within police cadet schemes.  The first conference 
was held, 5-7 December 2014.  

 
Workstream 5:  Greater Business Involvement 
 
 The OPCC is working with the Business Council of Devon and Cornwall as part 

of the approach to commissioning of victim services.  Business Council of Devon 
and Cornwall will help to identify the needs of Victims of Business Crime and 
support establishing a model of support for victims of business crime. The 
Council has a considerable reach and will conduct a survey and focus groups will 
report  in November 2014.  This information will assist the prioritisation of themes 
and areas of particular significance to the business community.  GAIN, an online 
business peer mentoring scheme has been approached to provide access to 
specialist support that reflects the areas of most need for victims of business 
crime. 

 

Public Engagement 
 
Alcohol focus group 
 
 Wednesday 8 October- Plymouth University. This focus group provides an 

opportunity for the OPCC to discuss alcohol related issues with students from 
Plymouth University. Students’ views help to inform the work of the OPCC in 
areas such as behaviour in the Night Time Economy, pre-loading and the 
introduction of the breathalyser pilot.   

 
Community visits 
 
 Wednesday 5/11/14 - Community visit to the Hatherleigh area including a visit to 

Madewell Centre (a day centre for individuals with learning disabilities), a visit to 
the Senior Citizens Lunch, a visit to the agricultural centre in Holsworthy and a 
session to walk the beat with the local Holsworthy Policing Team including visits 
to farms. 
 

 Friday 5/12/14 – Visit to Bodmin Moor to discuss moorland and rural crime 
policing issues with local communities/villages/policing teams.  

 
Question Time #hotseatlive event 
 
 Friday 7 November- Hatherleigh. At this BBC Devon event the Commissioner 

and the Chief Constable took part in a live radio broadcast which included 
answering questions from the public. The PCC received an award from COPACC 
to honour the office for its community engagement work. 



 
Community talks 
 
 Wednesday 08/10/2014 St Mellion Ladies Luncheon Group 

Monday 13/10/2014 Talk- Honiton Senior Voice 
Monday 13/10/14 – Talk to National Farmers Union, Exeter 
Tuesday 9/12/14 - Brixham Community Partnership talk 
Talk- 13/12/14 - Yealm Probus Club 

 
Public Surgeries 
 
 Penzance- Wednesday 15/10/14 

Launceston- Friday 14/11/14 
Penzance- Thursday 27/11/14 (To accommodate over-spill from 1st surgery) 
Thursday 18/12/14 - Public Surgery Honiton 

 
Future engagement 
 
 Thursday 18/12/14 - Public Surgery Honiton 

Talk- 13/12/14 - Yealm Probus Club 
Friday 23/1/14 - Website Consultative Group 

 
Political Engagement 
 
 Friday 31/10/14 - Meetings with West Devon Borough and South Hams councils. 

Thursday 13/11/14 - East Devon / Mid Devon District Council Overview and 
Scrutiny Committee 
Tuesday 25/11/14 – MPs briefing. This meeting provided an opportunity for the 
PCC and the Chief Constable to discuss current major issues with Devon and 
Cornwall’s 18 MPs, including police funding. Alcohol and mental health. 
 

Future Engagement 
 
 Engagement activities for 2015 are in the final stage of planning. A full plan of 

engagement will be made available for the next meeting of the panel.  
Engagement during 2015 will include traditional forms of engagement including 
attendance at key community events such as Pride & Respect Festivals as well 
as public surgeries. We also plan to engage in different ways to improve our 
contact with the public, including:  

 Development of online engagement opportunities 

 Increasing the number of PCC public meetings and radio phone-ins 

 Programmed regular visits to meet local councillors, for example through 
the Cornwall Council Community Network  

 

 


